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Arizona State University, Tempe, ArizonaABSTRACT The replacement of tyrosine by aspartic acid at position M210 in the photosynthetic reaction center of Rhodo-
bacter sphaeroides results in the generation of a fast charge recombination pathway that is not observed in the wild-type. Appar-
ently, the initially formed charge-separated state (cation of the special pair, P, and anion of the A-side bacteriopheophytin, HA)
can decay rapidly via recombination through the neighboring bacteriochlorophyll (BA) soon after formation. The charge-
separated state then relaxes over tens of picoseconds and recombination slows to the hundreds-of-picoseconds or nanosecond
timescale. This dielectric relaxation results in a time-dependent blue shift of BA
– absorption, which can be monitored using
transient absorbance measurements. Protein dynamics also appear to modulate the electron transfer between HA and the
next electron carrier, QA (a ubiquinone). The kinetics of this reaction are complex in the mutant, requiring two kinetic terms,
and the spectra associated with the two terms are distinct; a red shift of the HA ground-state bleaching is observed between
the shorter and longer HA-to-QA electron-transfer phases. The kinetics appears to be pH-independent, suggesting a negligible
contribution of static heterogeneity originating from protonation/deprotonation in the ground state. A dynamic model based on
the energy levels of the two early charge-separated states, PþBA
– and PþHA
–, has been developed in which the energetics of
these states is modulated by fast protein dielectric relaxations and this in turn alters both the kinetic complexity of the reaction
and the reaction pathway.INTRODUCTIONIn Marcus’s treatment of electron transfer (1), the free
energy required to drive charge separation between the
donor and acceptor is modeled using the amount of polar-
ized charge as the effective reaction coordinate. One impor-
tant parameter in this model is the dielectric constant.
Typically, the response of the system is divided into its
nuclear and electronic terms, and the dielectric constant is
accordingly separated into an optical dielectric constant,
εo, (the high-frequency limit, corresponding to electronic
polarization), and a static dielectric constant, εs, (the low-
frequency limit, corresponding to nuclear polarization).
According to the Kramer-Kronig relationship (2), the static
dielectric constant εs is determined by integrating over the
full frequency range of nuclear motion. However, for a given
electron-transfer reaction, only motions that average out
rapidly on the timescale of electron transfer contribute
significantly to εs. Thus, functionally, the electron-transfer
rate represents the low-frequency cut-off limit in the deter-
mination of εs. Nuclear motion much slower than electron
transfer is unimportant to the reaction, and motion coupled
to electron transfer in a frequency range comparable to theSubmitted June 19, 2012, and accepted for publication September 19, 2012.
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0006-3495/12/11/1979/10 $2.00electron-transfer rate results in a nonergodic reaction and
complex kinetic behavior (3).
This concept (i.e., frequency dependence of the dielectric
response) is a fundamental consideration in the study of
electron transfer in protein systems. In contrast to soluble
donor/acceptor systems, the cofactor environment in
a protein-cofactor complex is inherently inhomogeneous,
both statically and dynamically. The distribution of charge
is spatially constrained by the protein structure, giving rise
to a broadly populated frequency spectrum of dielectric
response, compared to solvent systems. The substantial
body of research into the role of protein dynamics in the
primary electron-transfer reaction of photosynthetic reac-
tion centers (RCs) has made this system a paradigm for
protein-mediated charge separation (4–6).
The photosynthetic RC of Rhodobacter sphaeroides is a
protein-cofactor complex that absorbs light and utilizes
the energy to perform highly efficient charge separation
between cofactors (P, BA, HA, and QA, see Fig. 1). Primary
electron transfer, P* / PþHA
–, has been successfully
described as a function of driving force and temperature
using a reaction-diffusion model and a measurement of
the dielectric relaxation dynamics as input (6,7). Though
it may seem somewhat counterintuitive, the primary elec-
tron transfer is probably the simplest of the RC-mediated
electron transfer reactions in which to explore and model
the role of protein dynamics. This is because on the pico-
second timescale, movement is restricted to small-scale
motions that are likely to be more homogeneous than
motions on longer timescales. Thus, understanding thehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.09.027
FIGURE 1 A structural view of the photosynthetic RC of Rb. sphaer-
oides. The protein structure is shown in transparent ribbons, including three
subunits, L, M, and H, which are rendered in pink, blue, and gray, respec-
tively. The cofactors are shown as stick structures, with green for the
bacteriochlorophylls (including the bacteriochlorophyll dimer, P, and one
monomeric bacteriochlorophyll on each side, BA and BB), pink for the
bacteriopheophytins (HA and HB), and cyan for the quinones (QA and
QB). The electron-transfer chain starts from the excited state of P (P*),
the initial donor, and continues along a series of acceptors on the L side
of the RC, as indicated by the arrows, ultimately reaching QB.
1980 Guo et al.role of protein dynamics in the secondary electron transfer
from HA
– to QA (hundreds of picoseconds), or charge
recombination in the state PþHA
– (nanoseconds) may prove
considerably more challenging.
This study focuses on the role of the protein environment
of the monomer bacteriochlorophyll BA and the bacterio-
pheophytin HA, both of which play multiple roles in the
electron-transfer and charge-recombination processes on
timescales from picoseconds to nanoseconds. HA accepts
an electron via BA during primary electron transfer and
then either donates an electron to the next electron acceptor,
QA, or returns it to P, presumably again via BA, regenerat-
ing the ground state. The overall time constants for the
HA
–/ QA electron transfer and the P
þHA
–/PHA recombi-
nation are 200 ps and 10~15 ns, respectively, in wild-type
RCs, though charge recombination has been shown to
have components on faster timescales as well (8,9). Evolu-
tionarily, the environment of BA and HA must have been
optimized for both initial and secondary electron transfer,
as well as for avoiding charge recombination. This balance
is presumably sensitive to both static and dynamic aspects
of the dielectric environment. Of course, what is static on
one timescale is dynamic on another, and this opens up
possibilities for tuning reactions on different timescalesBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1979–1988by controlling the dynamics of the protein in the immediate
vicinity.
The dielectric environment of a protein, on a phenomeno-
logical level, is influenced by the distribution and nature of
charged groups within the structure. The influence of such
groups on electron transfer depends both on their static
placement in the structure and on the effects that their
motions have on the time-dependent dielectric constant. It
is possible to use site-directed mutagenesis to localize
a charge at a specific site within a protein. Such an addi-
tional charge should make the local environment more
polarizable and increase the effective dielectric constant
compared with the wild-type. The effect of varying the
dielectric environment in the region of BA and HA is
explored here by replacing tyrosine at position M210 with
an aspartic acid, thus potentially altering both the static
and dynamic dielectric nature of the environment. Three
different electron-transfer reactions, primary electron trans-
fer forming PþHA
–, charge recombination from PþHA
– to
the ground state, and forward electron transfer from HA
–
to QA, are monitored, all on different timescales.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two new mutants at M210 were prepared by replacing the original codon
for tyrosine (TAC) with GCA (Ala) and GAT (Asp). The mutagenesis
was performed as previously described (10). Other M210 mutants
(M210YW and M210YF, where tyrosine (Y) has been replaced by trypto-
phan (W) and phanylalannie (F), respectively) used in this work were
also described in past work (11,12). RCs were grown and isolated according
to previously described procedures (13). For mutants that were not involved
in the pH-dependence study, samples were suspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.0), 0.025% LDAO, and 1 mM EDTA. For the pH-dependent work,
wild-type and M210YD RCs were exchanged into CLE buffer (15 mM
2-(cyclohexylamino)ethanesulfonic acid) (CHES), 0.025% LDAO, 1 mM
EDTA, pH 9.5), as described previously (14). The quinone removal was
performed as previously described (15). The relative intensities of the major
absorption peaks in the RC were unchanged by this process. In quinone-
containing RCs, 1 mM o-phenanthroline was added to block the electron
transfer to QB during transient-absorption spectroscopy experiments.
Transient-absorption measurements were performed using a pump-probe
setup similar to that previously described (16). Laser pulses were generated
at a repetition rate of 1 kHz, with 130-fs duration at 800 nm using a regen-
erative amplifier system based on a titanium:sapphire laser. Part of the beam
was used to pump an infrared optical parameter amplifier (OPA-800,
Spectra-Physics, San Jose, CA) to generate excitation pulses at 860 nm,
and the other part was focused to a 3-mm sapphire plate. The white light
generated was then compressed by prism pairs (CVI, Atlanta, GA) before
passing through the sample. The polarization of the pump beam was set
to the magic angle (54.7) relative to the probe beam. The white-light probe
is dispersed by a spectrograph (300-line grating) onto a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera (DU420, Andor Technology, Belfast, Ireland). The
final spectral resolution was ~2.3 nm over a nearly 300-nm spectral region
in either the QX (480~780 nm) or the QY (680~980 nm) region. For the
measurements of BA
– transient absorption, a 600-line grating was used,
and this provided a 1.2-nm spectral resolution in the 980~1040 nm region.
The time-resolved spectra were analyzed either with a locally written
global analysis program (ASUFIT 3.1, http://www.public.asu.edu/~
laserweb/asufit/asufit.html) for global analysis, or a program developed in
Vrije University that models the kinetics of sequential reactions (Glotaran,
http://glotaran.org/) (17). To estimate the protonation state of the aspartic
aProtein Dielectric Environment Modulates Electron-Transfer Pathway 1981acid in the M210 site, a multiconformation continuum electrostatics
(MCCE) method was used (18,19). The crystal structure used for this study
was taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), PDB id 1AIJ. In silico
mutagenesis was performed in Pymol (20) followed by structural relaxation
in the MCCE program. All the titratable groups that were within 4 A˚ of
M210 were considered and 12 rotamers/rotatory degree of freedom was
generated to enhance conformation sampling. The bulk-protein dielectric
constant was set to either 4.0 or 8.0 depending on the interior charge polar-
ization and the solvent dielectric constant was set to 80 using an ionic
strength of 0.15 M. Delphi (21) was used for Poisson-Boltzmann
calculations.b c d
FIGURE 2 (a) Time-resolved spectra of wild-type RCs in the
680~960 nm spectral region at 1 ps (P*), 10 ps (PþHA
–), 3 ns, and 6 ns
(PþQA
–) after laser excitation at 860 nm. Arrows indicate the wavelengths
where the kinetics in b–d were monitored. (b–d)The P ground-state bleach-
ing recovery kinetics at 835~840 nm (red) and the time course of P* decay
at 930 nm (blue) for wild-type RCs (b) and twoM210 mutants, M210YA (c)
and M210YD (d) observed over a 6-ns time frame. The data points are
shown as open circles and the fit of the data as a solid line (up to three
exponential components plus a nondecaying component were used in the
fits). All samples were measured at pH 8.0. The P* decay is rescaled so
that its bleaching maximum and the nanosecond decay kinetics match
those of the 840-nm trace for comparison (note that DA ¼ 0 is displaced
in the 930-nm traces).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
M210YD mutant RCs undergo fast charge
recombination and multiphasic electron transfer
from HA
 to QA
In wild-type RCs, excitation of P results in the formation
of PþQA
– in ~200 ps via the series of reactions P* /
PþBA
– / PþHA
– / PþQA
–, where the first and second
reactions occur with time constants of ~3 ps and ~1 ps,
respectively, and the final transfer to the quinone occurs in
~200 ps. At the same time, each of these states has some
intrinsic rate constant for returning to the ground state.
Thus, the yield of charge separation at any particular point
during this process depends on the competition between
forward electron transfer and decay to the ground state. In
the wild-type, at each step, the forward reaction is usually
taken to be 2–3 orders of magnitude faster than the intrinsic
decay rate of the intermediate involved, and therefore, the
yield of charge separation is close to unity throughout the
process. One can monitor this process in a number of
ways, but one way is to take advantage of the fact that,
once light is absorbed, P leaves its ground state and remains
out of its ground state throughout the process unless charge
recombination occurs. Fig. 2 a shows the time-dependent
absorbance changes in the vicinity of the ground-state
band of P for wild-type RCs. It is clear that the bleaching
of the ground-state absorbance centered at 860 nm overlaps
both the time-dependent changes associated with the BA and
BB bands near 800 nm and with the broad stimulated emis-
sion band of P* that extends from ~850 nm to >950 nm
(Fig. 2 a). However, the blue side of the P ground-state
band in the 835–840 nm region seems to remain constant,
at least during the initial reactions (Fig. 2 b), consistent
with the near-unity yield of charge separation in the wild-
type. In mutant RCs where the yield is reduced, the absor-
bance at this wavelength decays with time (11,22–24).
Fast charge recombination in M210YD
Fig. 2 c shows the results for the mutant M210YA, in which
a structurally important tyrosine near BA has been replaced
with alanine. As a result, the rate of initial electron transfer
is decreased by a factor of ~5 in this mutant relative to the
wild-type, as measured by monitoring the decay kinetics of
the stimulated emission from P* at 930 nm. The initial elec-tron transfer rate in M210YA is slow enough that it does not
compete as effectively with the intrinsic decay of P* as does
forward electron transfer in the wild-type, and ~15% of the
RCs return to the ground state during the P* lifetime. The
result is that there is an ~15% amplitude decrease at
835 nm (a recovery of the P ground state) in concert with
the decay at 930 nm (decay of P*) (Fig. 2 c). Based on this
yield loss and the observed kinetics, one can also estimate
the intrinsic decay time of P* in this mutant to be ~100 ps
(Table 1). The intrinsic lifetime of P* in wild-type RCs is
thought to be on the order of 200 ps, though this value comes
from similar analyses of other mutants with charge-separa-
tion yields less than unity (22,25,26); the absolute yield has
not been measured directly in wild-type on this timescale.
When aspartic acid is substituted for tyrosine at M210
(M210YD), a rather different result is obtained. In this
case, there is also some return of P to the ground state due
to yield loss on the tens-of-picoseconds timescale, but theBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1979–1988
TABLE 1 Fits of early-time kinetics
Sample
P* lifetime from
single-exponential
fitting*
P* lifetimes and relative
amplitudes from
double-exponential fitting*
P ground-state
bleaching recovery lifetime
from single-exponential fittingy
P ground-state bleaching
recovery fitting results using
double-exponentialsy
Quantum
yield of
PþHA
 statez
Wild-type, pH 8.0 3.3 ps 2.5 ps (70%) þ 6.4 ps (30%) ~100%
Wild-type, pH 9.5 3.2 ps 2.7 ps (84%) þ 9.4 ps (16%) ~100%
M210YF 13 ps 6.6 ps (53%) þ 26 ps (47%) 13 ps 7.1 ps (30%) þ 16 ps (70%) ~75%
M210YW 35 ps 9.4 ps (35%) þ 55 ps (65%) 40 ps 19 ps (57%) þ 103 ps (43%) ~75%
M210YA 17 ps 5.8 ps (35%) þ 26 ps (65%) 18 ps 10.7 ps (26%) þ 21 ps (74%) ~85%
M210YD, pH 8.0 7.4 ps 3.5 ps (57%) þ 17 ps(43%) 20 ps 3.4 ps (34%) þ 33 ps (66%) >85%
M210YD, pH 9.5 8.2 ps 4.2 ps (60%) þ20 ps (40%) 23 ps 6.2 ps (36%) þ 42 ps (64%) >85%
*P* stimulated emission measured at 930 nm.
yP ground-state bleaching measured at 835–840 nm.
zQuantum yield of the PþHA
 state was estimated from the extent of ground-state bleaching recovery at 835~840 nm.
TABLE 2 Time constants and relative amplitudes of HA

decay components
RC sample Fast component Slow component
Wild-type, pH 8.0 240 ps (100%) NA
Wild-type, pH 9.5 210 ps (100%) NA
M210YF 210 ps (100%) NA
M210YW 250 ps (100%) NA
M210YA 260 ps (100%) NA
M210YD, pH 9.5 180 ps (60%) 720 ps (40%)
M210YD, pH 8.0 270 ps (60%) 840 ps (40%)
Values were determined from an analysis in the 500–700 nm region
involving global fitting to a sum of exponential components. NA, not
available.
1982 Guo et al.yield loss, as determined by monitoring the P ground-state
recovery at 840 nm, does not follow the course of the stim-
ulated emission decay at 930 nm (Fig. 2 d and Table 1). This
implies that the observed yield loss does not simply result
from an intrinsic P* decay that competes with forward trans-
fer. Instead, it is dominated by a recombination reaction that
occurs after initial charge separation. In wild-type RCs, the
charge-separated states are very stable on this timescale, but
apparently, the introduction of aspartic acid at M210 results
in charge recombination to the ground state that is rapid
enough to compete with the subsequent forward electron
transfer.
To more completely understand the kinetics of charge
recombination independent of forward electron transfer to
QA, RCs in which QA had been removed were studied.
Previous measurements of QA-depleted wild-type RCs
have shown that PþHA
– is formed and recombines with at
least two kinetic components (8,9,27,28). Charge recombi-
nation in QA
– depleted M210YD RCs is kinetically even
more complex, with time constants on at least three time-
scales (22~44 ps, 460~640 ps, and >5 ns; data not shown).
More than 25% of the PþHA
– population recombines on
a subnanosecond timescale in M210YD, compared to
only ~10% in the wild-type, and none of the decay compo-
nents in the wild-type have <100-ps time constants. The
prevalent early-time recombination pathway in QA-depleted
M210YD RCs is consistent with the 24-ps component in
QA-containing RCs observed above and interpreted as rapid
charge recombination.
In wild-type RCs, the electron transfer from BA to HA
occurs with a time constant of ~1 ps (29,30). Thus, it is
unlikely that recombination is directly competing with
that rate on the tens-of-picoseconds timescale. Indeed,
HA
– is formed with a time course almost the same as that
of P* decay (8.0 ps for the rise in HA anion absorbance at
670 nm (31) (data not shown) and 7.4 ps for the decay of
P* stimulated emission at 930 nm (Table 1)), suggesting
that as in the wild-type, the reaction is rate-limited by the
P*/ PþBA
– reaction, whereas the PþBA
–/ PþHA
– reac-
tion is substantially faster. Thus, the yield loss must occur
subsequent to the formation of PþHA
– and represents theBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1979–1988competition between charge recombination from this state
and forward electron transfer to the quinone. Charge recom-
bination of PþHA
– occurs on the 10-ns timescale in the
wild-type and very likely involves formation of PþBA
– as
an intermediate (27,32). In fact, in some mutants, the stan-
dard free energies of PþBA
– and PþHA
– are probably close
enough that the charge-separated state present at 10 ps is
likely an equilibrium mixture (23,33,34). One possibility
is that on the 20-ps timescale in M210YD the free-energy
difference between PþHA
– and PþBA
– is much smaller
than in the wild-type, allowing very fast recombination of
PþHA
– via PþBA
– (see below).
Biphasic HA
 to QA electron transfer in M210YD
The time course of electron transfer between HA and QA
can be determined by monitoring the decay of the bacterio-
pheophytin anion. The two most prominent signals associ-
ated with the HA
– state are due to the bleaching of the
ground-state absorbance of HA at 545 nm and the broad
HA
– absorbance around 670 nm. The results of global fitting
across the 500–700 nm region for wild-type and four
different M210 mutants are summarized in Table 2. The
HA
–-to-QA electron-transfer rate constant appears to be
very similar to that of the wild-type in M210YF,
M210YW, and M210YA. In each case, the HA
– decay
kinetics are essentially single-exponential and the variation
of the time constants for all of these mutants is within 20%
Protein Dielectric Environment Modulates Electron-Transfer Pathway 1983of the wild-type value. However, in the M210YD RCs,
a substantially biphasic HA
– / HA decay is observed
(Table 2). The fast time constant is similar to that of the
wild-type and has a relative amplitude of 60%. The remain-
ing amplitude is due to a much longer decay process with a
time constant of 700–800 ps. Even though the kinetics are
complex, and part of the transfer from HA
– to QA is slow
in M210YD, a comparison of these kinetics to the ground-
state bleaching of P shows that long after HA
– has decayed,
Pþ still remains (Fig. 2 d). Therefore, it is clear that the
slow decay of the HA
– signal (700–800 ps) represents an
additional phase of the HA
–-to-QA electron transfer, rather
than PþHA
– recombination in the absence of QA, a process
that has a time constant of 10–15 ns in wild-type RCs
(32,35,36). As a result, the final yield of PþQA
– is relatively
high, ~80%, and in fact, almost all the yield loss is attribut-
able to the fast charge-recombination process referred to
above (on the tens-of-picoseconds timescale) rather than
due to the slow component of the HA
– to QA reaction.
Thus, there are two aspects of M210YD that are distinctly
different from wild-type and other mutants at this position.
There is charge recombination of PþHA
– on the tens-of-
picoseconds timescale, and there is a fraction of the
PþHA
– state that undergoes electron transfer from HA
– to
QA with a time constant that is several times longer than
the roughly 200-ps time constant seen in the wild-type.
The mechanisms of these two processes are explored below.Dielectric relaxation around BA could facilitate
early-time charge recombination
Charge recombination from PþHA
– has been effectively
described in terms of an activated decay via PþBA
–
(8,9,28,32,37–39). Past measurements of the P* decay
time as a function of driving force for initial electron trans-
fer suggest that in M210YD RCs (7~8 ps P* decay time), the
P*/PþBA
– free-energy gap is decreased from that of the
wild-type by no more than ~30 meV (6,10,12). As discussed
above, electron transfer from BA
– to HA apparently also
occurs on a timescale similar to that recorded for the wild-
type. All this suggests that on the timescale of the initial
electron transfer reaction, the relative free energies of P*,
PþBA
–, and PþHA
– in the M210YD mutant are not very
different from that of the wild-type. However, this conclu-
sion is difficult to reconcile with the observation that
PþHA
– recombines on the tens-of-picoseconds timescale.
Such an unusually rapid recombination would suggest
that PþHA
– and PþBA
– are very close in free energy, allow-
ing a rapid decay of the equilibrated state via PþBA
–
recombination.
One possibility is that the relative free-energy difference
between PþBA
– and PþHA
– decreases rapidly in M210YD
RCs after charge separation forming PþHA
– is complete.
As a result, the free energies of these two states are much
closer together on the tens-of-picoseconds timescale thanthey were on the picosecond timescale. This would in turn
allow rapid charge recombination via PþBA
–. If this is
true, and on the tens-of-picoseconds timescale PþBA
– and
PþHA
– are very close in free energy, it may be possible
to observe a pseudoequilibrium population of PþBA
– in
M210YD with a lifetime similar to that of the rapid
charge-recombination reaction.
Absorption changes near 1025 nm have been used previ-
ously to monitor the transient population of BA
– on subpico-
second timescales (40). Transient absorbance spectra in
M210YD and wild-type were recorded between 980 and
1040 nm over a broad time range, making it possible to
follow processes lasting hundreds of femtoseconds to 1 ns.
The spectral evolution in this region is complex, and the
absolute size of the signals of interest is small, making it
difficult to follow the key states just by looking at the raw
spectra. To facilitate visualization and analysis, the spectral
evolution was modeled as a series of states that interconvert
irreversibly (A/B/C/.). Obviously, in a situation
where it is expected that back reactions are important, these
will not represent pure states, but they do give a clean way of
presenting the spectral progression with time without
imposing a more complex, ad hoc kinetic model. Results
obtained from this type of analysis have been presented
in the form of evolution-associated difference spectra
(EADS) (17).
The number of states used in the EADS analyses is deter-
mined by the kinetic complexity of the data. Over a very
large time frame such as this (four orders of magnitude) it
is not possible to represent the data accurately with fewer
than five kinetic components. This is not surprising, as in
the reaction scheme P* / PþBA
– / PþHA
– / PþQA
–
there are three electron-transfer steps, previously docu-
mented subpicosecond evolution of P* (41,42), and known
kinetic heterogeneity in the P* / PþHA
– reaction
(43–45). The application of such an analysis to wild-type
RCs (Fig. 3, a and b) gives results consistent with a those
of a similar analysis performed by Stokkum et al. (46)
when one takes into account their use of 800-nm excitation
(excitation of BA and BB) and the associated energy transfer
to P. Of particular note, the wild-type shows an EADS
component with a lifetime of ~0.9 ps, with a spectral peak
near 1025 nm (Fig. 3 a). This is consistent with the spectral
and kinetic characteristics of PþBA
– reported previously
(29,40,46). As expected, the steady-state population of
this component is never >10–15% of the total population,
because decay of PþBA
 is much faster than its formation
(Fig. 3 b).
When this analysis is applied to M210YD RCs, the pro-
gression of states that results is similar to that of the wild-
type, with two important differences (Fig. 3, c and d). First,
the 0.8-ps (presumably BA
–) absorption peak is blue-shifted
by ~15 nm in the M210YD mutant relative to the wild-type
(Fig. 3 e shows the normalized spectral changes for compar-
ison). Of greater importance, a similar species is observedBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1979–1988
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FIGURE 3 EADS from a global analysis using a sequential model in the
980~1040 nm region upon 860-nm excitation of the wild-type (a) and
M210YD (c) RCs (both at pH 8.0) over a 1-ns time window. The amplitudes
of the EADS for the 200-fs and 0.9 ps (wild-type) and 0.8 ps (M210YD)
components are divided by 5 in wild-type and by 10 in M210YD. The
evolution of the normalized populations (total population held at 1.0) of
each EADS species in the sequential reaction model used to create the
EADS is shown for wild-type (b) and M210YD (d) RCs. EADS associated
with the evolution of the PþBA
– state (e) are presented normalized to
their maxima, showing a dynamic blue shift in the M210YD RC between
the 0.8-ps and 24-ps spectra. Also shown in e is the normalized difference
spectrum of the 0.9-ps EADS component in wild-type RCs.
FIGURE 4 DAS resulting from a fit involving four-exponential compo-
nents and a constant. The fit was performed as a global analysis of the tran-
sient absorption spectra in the 510–760 nm spectral region upon 860-nm
excitation of M210YD RCs (pH 8.0) over a 6-ns time window. The vertical
arrows represent the positions of the HA ground-state bleaching bands in the
180- and 720-ps components. The horizontal arrow indicates the red shift of
this band.
1984 Guo et al.with a much longer (24-ps) lifetime that is in fact more blue-
shifted (15–20 nm shifted relative to the 1025-nm peak
found in the wild-type at early times). Note that the 12-ps
lifetime spectral species in the wild-type shows essentially
no BA
– contribution; the EADS for this component is flat
and presumably due to broad Pþ absorption. This is what
one would expect in the wild-type, because the electron is
almost entirely localized on HA in this time frame. In
M210YD RCs, however, the 24-ps spectral species still
appears to contain a BA
– signal that is about one-fifth of
the amplitude of the 0.8-ps EADS (note that the spectra in
Fig. 3 e are normalized). Of equal importance, although
this BA
–-containing signal decays in 24 ps, the HA
– signal
near 670 nm lives much longer (Fig. 4 and Table 2). Appar-
ently, there is a substantial amount of PþBA
– in equilibrium
with PþHA
– on the picosecond timescale, but with a 24-psBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1979–1988time constant, the equilibrium shifts toward PþHA
–. This
is consistent with the fact that the fast-recombination
process disappears on a similar timescale.
These observations suggest a possible explanation for the
unusual kinetic behavior of this mutant. The early-time blue
shift of the BA
– spectrum could represent a relaxation in the
dielectric environment around BA on the timescale of initial
electron transfer. The idea is that this relaxation takes place
predominantly after the electron has transferred to HA and
pushes the free energy of PþBA
– down close to that of
PþHA
–. The energetics during initial electron transfer is
similar in the mutant and wild-type; on the picosecond
timescale, PþBA
– has not yet relaxed completely, and as
a result, forward electron transfer proceeds in the mutant
with a time constant similar to that observed in wild-type.
However, once PþHA
– has been formed, PþBA
– relaxes
and the two charge-separated states become nearly isoener-
getic. Charge recombination then proceeds very rapidly
until the equilibration between PþBA
– and PþHA
– shifts
toward PþHA
– on the 24-ps timescale, presumably due to
dielectric relaxation in the environment around PþHA
–.
The charge recombination then slows down to a rate more
similar to that found in wild-type and no longer competes
effectively with forward electron transfer to QA.Possible explanations for the slow phase
of the HA
–-to-QA electron transfer
As described above, the kinetics of HA
– disappearance in
M210YD RCs is biphasic, containing both a component
near 200 ps, similar to wild-type, and a long component
with a lifetime of ~3/4 of a nanosecond. The underlying
heterogeneity could be either static (multiple ground-state
conformations of the RC) or dynamic. It is interesting that
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not result in much change in the rate of transfer to the
quinone, suggesting that the rate is not very sensitive to
the exact structure in this region. Given the nature of the
M210YD mutation and the other apparent effects on dielec-
tric relaxation, it is more likely that the heterogeneous
kinetics result from either static or dynamic heterogeneity
in the driving force of the forward electron transfer, rather
than from a structural effect (i.e., electronic coupling).
One can estimate the size of the change in driving force
that would be required to give rise to this magnitude of
rate change by looking at the rather extensive literature on
quinone replacements (47). Based on that review, it appears
that shifting the rate from 200 to 700–800 ps is equivalent to
a decrease in the driving force of at least 100 meV.
Fig. 4 presents the decay-associated spectra (DAS) from
a global analysis of transient absorption as a function of
time and wavelength for M210YD RCs in the 510–
750 nm spectral region using four exponential terms plus
a constant. Consistent with the discussion above, rapid
charge recombination of PþHA
– appears as a 26-ps compo-
nent that includes ground-state bleaching recovery of P at
600 nm. However, more important for analysis of the HA
–
to QA reaction are the spectra of the 180-ps and 720-ps
components, which allow a spectral analysis of the two
kinetic components of this reaction. A red shift of 4~5 nm
is observed in the ground-state bleaching of the bacterio-
pheophytin band in the 720-ps DAS component (Fig. 4,
short-dashed curve) compared to the spectrum of the
180-ps component (Fig. 4, solid curve). There appears to
be a corresponding blue shift of the anion band (~660 nm)
of HA between these components, though this is more diffi-
cult to see due to the breadth of the band. Thus, the two
kinetics components of the electron-transfer reaction to
the quinone involve two spectrally distinct PþHA
– states.
A spectral band shift of this nature is consistent with two
distinct dielectric environments of PþHA
– giving rise to
two driving forces for forward electron transfer.
One cannot directly determine from this whether these
two spectral forms of PþHA
– arise from two static environ-
ments present in the ground state or from dielectric relaxa-
tion on the timescales being considered. In either case, the
nature of the mutation involved (Y/ D) and the fact that
other mutations at the same position do not show this kinetic
complexity suggest the possibility that two different proton-
ation states of the aspartic acid are involved.pH dependence of electron transfer in wild-type
and M210YD RCs
To further explore the nature of the protonation state in
M210YD, electron-transfer kinetics in RCs of wild-type
and M210YD mutant were compared at pH 8.0 and pH
9.5. The analysis (Table S1 and Fig. S2 in the Supporting
Material) shows a moderate pH dependence of the fastcharge-recombination time constant in M210YD RCs (it
slows down by a factor of 2 between pH 8.0 and pH 9.5)
and a less dramatic dependence of the biphasic time course
of HA
-to-QA electron transfer on pH. The wild-type also
shows weak pH dependence for the electron-transfer rate
to the quinone. Thus, although pH may perturb the aspartic
acid and its environment, changing the pH from 8.0 to 9.5
does not appear to result in a large change in the overall
protonation state of the aspartic acid. This argues that the
effective pKa is probably not close to 8.0, and the kinetic
heterogeneity in the HA
-to-QA electron transfer reaction
in M210YD is not due to a static heterogeneity in the
ground-state protonation of the aspartic acid. Consistent
with this argument, we found that the ground-state absorp-
tion spectrum of this mutant (Fig. S1) does not show any
apparent pH dependence.
Although the weak pH dependence suggests that the pKa
value of the aspartic acid in M210YD falls outside the
current investigated pH range (8.0~9.5), it is less obvious
whether the pKa is above or below this pH range. The
details of any molecular mechanism for the observed fast
charge recombination and the biphasic PþHA
– / PþQA
–
electron transfer in the mutant would depend on the proton-
ation state of the aspartic acid. The intrinsic pKa value of
aspartic acid in solution is ~3.9. Its pKa value can shift in
a heterogeneous protein environment due to the interactions
with other ionizable groups in its neighborhood or due to
the overall polarity of the environment. The experimentally
determined pKa states of aspartic acid residues embedded
in >140 sites of 78 folded proteins have shown that only
two of them have effective pKa values >9 (48). Though
unusual, it has been reported that in certain protein environ-
ments, the pKA of aspartic acid can shift to as high as 12.0.
For example, D86 and D115 of bacteriorhodopsin both are
strongly shifted to higher pKa values (49). However, both
of these sites involve hydrogen-bonding to Thr residues
and both are explicitly associated with proton transfer,
whereas the aspartic acid in M210YD is in a very different
environment. Thus there is no obvious reason to suspect that
an aspartic acid at position M210 in the RC would have an
extraordinarily high pKa. To explore this more completely,
two structurally based pKa estimations were performed, one
using MCCE (18,19) (details in Methods) and the other
using an online empirical pKa prediction (PROPKA 3.1
server (50,51), http://propka.ki.ku.dk). These also suggest
that an aspartic acid at position M210 in the RC should be
deprotonated in the pH range 8.0~9.5 (pKa 6~7; see Table
S2), particularly if one expects an increase in dielectric
constant in the local environment of the mutation due to
increased conformational flexibility (52). This explanation
is also consistent with the observation of the blue shift of
the BA
– absorption band in the M210YD mutant at pH 8.0
upon charge separation; changes in the local conformation
in the vicinity of the deprotonated Asp side chain could
lead to a major relaxation of the BA
– energy level. NoteBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1979–1988
1986 Guo et al.that although the assignment of a particular protonation
state of the aspartic acid in the M210YDmutant is important
in developing specific structural models of dielectric
relaxation, one possible example of which is given below,
it is not required for the overall dielectric relaxation model
(Fig. 5) that underlies this work.Charge recombination in QA-depleted
M210YD RCs
When QA is removed in wild-type RCs, P
þHA
– is formed
and decays with at least two kinetic components during
charge recombination (8,9,27,28). Charge recombination
in QA-depleted M210YD RCs is kinetically even more
complex, with time constants on at least three timescales
(22~44 ps, 460~640 ps, and >5 ns). More than 25% of
the PþHA
– population in M210YD recombines on a subna-
nosecond timescale, compared to only ~10% in wild-type,
and none of the decay components in wild-type have sub-
hundred-picosecond time constants. At least in terms of
the fast recombination reaction in M210YD, these results
are consistent with those presented above for QA-containing
RCs in which the 24-ps component was interpreted as rapid
charge recombination.A model for electron transfer, dielectric
relaxation, and charge recombination
in M210YD RCs
Fig. 5 provides a kinetic/thermodynamic model for the
behavior of M210YD mutant RCs, consistent with the
observations described above. In this model, after primary
charge separation, the energy level of PþBA
– experiences
a rapid relaxation. This is observed as a fast dielectric relax-
ation in the environment of BA
– (Fig. 3 e). As a result, the
free energies of PþBA
– and PþHA
– become very similar,
a fact that is reflected in the apparent equilibrium population
of BA
– that persists well after initial electron transfer
(Fig. 3). This provides a pathway for recombination ofFIGURE 5 Reaction scheme for primary charge separation and charge
recombination in M210YD RCs. See text for explanation.
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– via PþBA
– that is now fast enough to compete with
the relaxation of PþHA
– relative to PþBA
– on the tens-of-
picoseconds timescale. Given that ~10% of the PþHA
– pop-
ulation recombines on this timescale (Table S3), the
intrinsic recombination rate constant during this time period
must be a few hundred picoseconds, a number consistent
with recombination times seen in so-called beta mutants
that convert HA to a bacteriochlorophyll and thus raise the
relative free energy of PþHA
– to close to that of PþBA
–
(47). As PþHA
– subsequently relaxes, access to recombina-
tion via PþBA
– has a much higher activation energy and thus
the rate of recombination slows down to values more similar
to that observed in the wild-type. Relaxation of PþHA
– has
been widely documented in the literature (28,37,39,53) on
a variety of timescales (from 20 ps to a couple of nanosec-
onds). On the hundreds-of-picoseconds timescale, electron
transfer to QA in the M210YD mutant has two kinetic
components, one that is similar to wild-type and one that
is considerably longer. It is possible that this represents
two ground-state populations of RCs. The most obvious
explanation of that kind of heterogeneity would be that as-
partic acid at M210 was protonated in one form and not in
the other. However, the lack of strong pH dependence argues
against a major heterogeneity in protonation. It seems more
likely that the kinetic complexity has a dynamic origin, in
which the protonation state or conformation of the aspartic
acid, or amino acids influenced by the introduction of the
aspartic acid, changes as the system continues to evolve
on the several-hundred-picoseconds timescale.
It is worth looking at the structure and asking what kinds
of specific interactions might take place in the M210YD
mutant that would perturb the environment and, in partic-
ular, change the course of dielectric relaxation. Obviously,
there are multiple possible scenarios, but one structurally
plausible sequence of events is that initial charge separation
promotes the protonation of the aspartic acid at M210,
which can then form a new hydrogen bond with the back-
bone nitrogen of glycine M211 (Asp210(OD2)-Gly211(HN))
while simultaneously breaking the existing a-helical
backbone hydrogen bond between M211 and M207
(Ala207(O)-Gly211(HN)) (see Fig. 6, a and b) . This should
mitigate the unfavorable charge-charge interaction with
the bacteriopheophytin anion (HA
–) and facilitate dielectric
relaxation in the environment.CONCLUSIONS
The replacement of tyrosine at M210, near cofactors BA
and HA in the RC electron-transfer chain, with aspartic
acid has made it possible to explore more completely the
role of local dielectric relaxation in the mechanism of the
primary electron-transfer reactions. In this mutant, a new
pathway for fast charge recombination appears with an
~20-ps time constant, and yet the overall yield of HA
–-to-
QA electron transfer remains high (>85%). This
FIGURE 6 One possible scenario for a change in the dielectric environ-
ment in M210YD RCs due to fast hydrogen bonding dynamics. (a) Before
charge separation, there is a hydrogen bond between two parts of the
a-helical backbone at residues Ala207–Gly211. (b) After charge separation,
to avoid the unfavorable charge-charge interaction between Asp210 and HA
–
(pink stick figure), the lone pair on one of the Asp210 carboxylic acid
oxygens competes for hydrogen bonding with the backbone at Gly211,
forming an Asp210-Gly211 hydrogen bond.
Protein Dielectric Environment Modulates Electron-Transfer Pathway 1987observation suggests that the M210YD mutant substantially
alters the local dielectric relaxation in such a way that
recombination is much more favorable at early times than
after relaxation has progressed. This model is consistent
with the complex HA
–/QA electron transfer kinetics
observed in the M210YD mutant; the same relaxation
near HA and BA that alters the recombination rate also
generates a time-dependent rate for the secondary elec-
tron-transfer reaction. The ability to alter the dynamic
response of the protein environment by means of small
changes in local structure even on very fast timescales
(picoseconds) further supports the concept of the protein
environment as a medium in which a very broad range of
dielectric response frequencies are both available and
tunable. This fact is becoming increasingly appreciated as
critical to the role that protein structure plays in mediating
specific chemistry.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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